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A:Function Set Button: Choose freeze, soft freeze and fridge functions, 
Press for 3 seconds to lock or unlock the display.

a:Child lock icon, indicating that the refrigerator display is locked
b:Freeze icon,indicationg that the freezer is working in freeze mode
c:Soft Freezing icon,indicating that the freezer is working in soft freeze mode 

d:Fridge icon, indicating that the freezer is working in fridge mode
e:Freeze gear icon,displaying the temperature of freezer
f:Fast freezing icon, indicating that the freezer is working in the Fast freezing state

Display lock/unlock function
Automatic locking 
The display can automatically enter the lock function.When the button is pressed 
for 30 seconds,the display screen automatically enters the lock function. 
Manual locking

When the display is unlocked,press”Function Set Button”(A) and hold for 
3 seconds,after a beep,”Child lock icon”(a) indicator is light,display
When the display is locked,press ”Function Set Button”(A) and hold for 3 
seconds,after a beep,”Child lock icon”(a)  indicator is off,display is unlocked.

g

Notice: Display lock

When display is locked,functions such as function selection,temperature setting or 
fast freezing are disabled.When above operation is attempted.Child lock indicator 
will blink for 3 times to remind that the display is locked.

Function Selection
When the display is unlocked,click on”Function Set Button”(A)  every time,
after a beep, the freezer function mode changes. The icon above the selected
function mode is light,while the icon above the unselected function mode is 
off.After each click of ”Function Set Button”(A) ,the function mode of the 
freezer changes, and the function mode circulates between freeze, soft freeze,
fridge and freeze. 

 is locked.



Freeze mode ,soft freeze mode and Fridge mode has big difference in temperature,  
and is for different food storage. Prior to making any mode change, please make 
sure to change the food inside the freezer, so that food will not be damaged because 
of mode change. 

Freeze mode (-14℃ to -24℃)
When display is unlocked,by touching“Function Set Button”(A),select freeze mode.
At this point, the“Freeze icon”(b) is light, and the“Freeze gear icon ”(e) on right
of the touch button will be light. In the freeze mode, the temperature range of the 
freezer can be adjusted. Every time pressed the temperature adjustment button (B), 
the buzzer bees once,the temperature of the freezer will lower one shift,it will be a 
circle  among “-18℃”-“-20℃”-“-24℃”-“-14℃”-“-16℃”-“-18℃”.

Soft Freeze mode (around -7℃)

When display is unlocked,by touching“Function Set Button”(A),select soft freeze 
mode.At this point, the“Soft Freeze icon”(c) is light, and the“Freeze gear icon”(e) 
on right of the touch button will be off.

In Soft freeze mode,the temperature a djustment button (B)on the right side 
fails to adjust. If click the temperature adjustment button (B), then the“Soft 
freeze icon”(c) flashes three times to indicate that it is in soft freeze mode. 

Fridge mode (around 5℃)

When display is unlocked,by touching“Function Set Button”(A),select fridge 
mode.At this point, the“Fridge icon”(d) is light, and the“Freeze gear icon ”(e) 
on right of the touch button will be off.

In fridge mode,the temperature adjustment button (B) on the right side fails to 
adjust. If click the temperature adjust   ent button (B), then  the“Fridge icon”m
(d) flashes three times to indicate that it is in fridge mode.

press the“Fast freezing”function
after cooling down in the cabinet,more effective. 

When display is unlocked,by touching“Function Set Button”(A),select freeze mode.At 
this point, press the temperature adjustment button (B) and hold for 3 seconds, after a 
beep,then  the“Fast freezing icon”(f) is on, indicating the freezer is working in the fast 
freezing mode.The same operation  manual to exist the Fast freezing function.If it is not 
an exit by man-made operation, it can exit the function automatically after running Fast 
freezing function 26 hours.
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